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Introduction
Introduction
Background:
• State-of-art object detectors can achieve real-time detection and keep a
high detection accuracy.
• Multi object tracking has been challenge mainly due to noisy detection sets
and frequently switches caused by occlusion and similar appearance.
• A real-time tracking system can take us one step further to realizing a fully
automatic and highly intelligent security system.
Objective:
• Integrates state-of-art object detection algorithm and multi object tracking
algorithm into one real-time tracking system.
• Test the system on Drone streaming video

Data Description
Datasets:
• PASCAL VOC: a very popular dataset for building and evaluating
algorithms for image classification, object detection, and segmentation. It
includes 20 different object, such as people, animal, vehicle and other
indoor object.
• MOT challenge dataset: a benchmark contains video sequences in
unconstrained environments filmed with both static and moving cameras.
Data Processing:
• Configure the Drone and computer for streaming the Drone camera to
computer for real-time tracking

Framework
The system can be roughly divided into two mainly part, which are object
detection part and multi object tracking part. First, we will capture the image
from camera and apply object detection frame by frame. For every object in
one frame, we extract the appearance feature and motion feature and send
these information into multi object tracking part. Then, we can get the ID of
each object.

Figure 2. YOLO Detection pipeline

Object detection:
Figure 4. Framework of multi-object tracking(MOT)

Pre-trained YOLO-v3 on PASCAL VOC

Real-time Tracking:

Dynamic model (graph matching method)

Observation model (object representation)

Graph Definition: 𝐺(𝑉, 𝐸, 𝐴) and 𝐺’(𝑉’, 𝐸’, 𝐴’)

Appearance:

•

traditional SIFT descriptor on each object

•

pre-trained GoogleNet on ImageNet

•

last FC layer output:1024 dimension vector

Figure 3. Detection framework performance

Motion:

•

Constant velocity motion models/linear motion models:

Interaction:

• Define 5 types of relation: 1) No relation 2) Get closer 3) Get away 4) Occlusion 5) Group

•

Vertex affinity: Appearance & Motion feature

•

Edge affinity: Interaction representation

Graph Matching:

•

𝑆(𝐺, 𝐺’, 𝑦) evaluates the similarity between graphs

•

Find the best 𝑦* to maximize 𝑆(𝐺, 𝐺’, 𝑦)

Matching Algorithms:

• Traditional Hungarian Algorithm on unweighted bipartite graph
for maximum matching

Results Visualization and analysis

Figure 5. MOT post-processing

Conclusions & Future Work
• An online multiple object tracking algorithm was
implemented;
• The application can be used for UAV surveillance and
pedestrian tracking;
• Still, there are some problems, including the frequent
ID switch, trajectory fragmentations…
• The performance can be improved by implementing
idea of tracking-by-detection, and use camera-self
calibration to do 3D tracking (depth information);

As shown in the plot bellow, both training and validation losses systematically dropped during the 10 training epochs. This is a clear sign that the model did not data and generalized well.s
Figure 6. Visualization of performances on different datasets

Result Analysis
Figure. 6 shows some clips of our tracker performances
on different datasets, including official ETH-Crossing,
ADL-Rundle-3 and one video shoot by ourselves.
As shown in the Figure. 7 below, compared to the
trackers for MOT Challenge, our tracking algorithm
performs quite good not only on the tracking
performances but also on the processing speed.

Figure 1. Framework of real-time tracking system

Figure 7. Results for some MOT trackers performances vs. Ours
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